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Across

3. from early childhood until 

adolescence

4. provide energy and nutrients for the 

child to grow and develop

5. the ability to hear, listen and 

interpret sounds

6. when the developmental milestones 

are not reached by the expected time 

period

11. begins to move around

16. the stage that deals with feelings

17. the ability to learn and interact with 

others

19. the child's ability to see near and far, 

and to understand what you see

21. producing the sounds that form 

words

22. a child's development of how they 

think and understand the world around 

them

23. helps you and your child learn a 

little more about each other

26. their first facial expression

28. the child's ability to communicate 

and express their feelings

29. care for and protect the child while 

growing up

30. the stage that involves how the brain 

works development, the act of changing 

either intellectually, emotionally, socially, 

or physically

Down

1. a child between the ages of 2 and 3

2. the words that a child would 

understand

7. larger movements when baby use 

their body to move around

8. an action that involves your baby 

using their muscles

9. the stage that deals with how your 

body operates, moves, and develops

10. the bond between a baby and a 

parent

12. a skill to be social

13. your child will begin to develop this

14. recently just born

15. a child between the ages of 0 and 12 

months

18. the stage that deals with how you 

interact with others

20. being taught and understanding the 

things around them

24. babies learn to feel secure, talk and, 

enjoy being with other people

25. able to show affection

27. a child's main way of learning


